
INTRODUCTORY NOTE BY JM: 
 

 

(1) IVOR ROBERT HOLMES 

 

 Although Alan Kelly prepared introductory notes for the majority of his matrix lists, I have 

been unable to trace one for this series. No doubt he would have prepared one when he had finished 

editing his draft originally prepared in WordPerfect format subsequently converted to Word, a change 

which not only deleted accents from his text but in other cases changed them. It would have been a time 

consuming exercise (as I know to my cost) and his final years were spent concentrating on his English 

and Oriental Catalogues.  

 

 Much of what follows comes from the work of Hugo Strötbaum published on his Recording 

Pioneers web-site and is reproduced here with grateful thanks. **include standard reference to EMI 

Archive. 

 

 Born in Bristol in 1886, Ivor Robert Holmes (not T R Holmes as given in Kelly’s German 

Catalogue) joined the Gramophone Company in June 1906. Correspondence in the EMI Archive shows 

that he was sent to Berlin as a Junior Recorder on 13 May 1907 to be trained by W Sinkler Darby and 

then to be based in Berlin.  

 

 At some stage it seems that he was transferred to the Paris Branch because on 29 September 

1908 London notified the Barcelona office that Holmes would arrive in Madrid on 5 October instead of 3 

October. At that time recording sessions in Spain were organised from Paris. “We have made this 

alteration because, the blanks ordered were not shipped from Hanover till the 24th, they can hardly arrive 

in time for Holmes to start actual recording work before the 5th, and it is important that Mr Darby see 

Holmes before he leaves Paris” Holmes was to be picked up from the Hotel de Rome in Madrid on the 

5th. This might suggest that his first (Spanish) recordings were actually made in Madrid but it is also 

possible that he moved on to Barcelona without making any recordings in Madrid. 

 

 Having made his first recordings at whichever location, Holmes marked them with matrix 

numbers to which he attached a prefix HO. It seems either that he had never been given an identification 

code or that Hanover had not been told what it was. On receipt of the first batch, Hanover wrote to 

London on 29 October complaining that  

 

“There are no indicating letters behind the serial numbers. A recent letter from your 

London Laboratory has asked for 3 indicating letters behind the serial numbers for new 

experts. We do not know if those 3 letters are intended for Mr HOLMES’ registration or 

for any other new expert which might be sent out. If those 3 letters are not for Mr 

HOLMES we must pick out 3 new letters for his records but we beg to point out that all 

letters of the alphabet are now in use. We propose therefore that we are starting now by 

using the capital letters A, B, C for indicating letters or to use over the small letters 

putting in the first place the letter a and putting behind same for 7” records small a, for 

10” records small b and for 12” records small c. We mean aa, ab and ac.” 

 

 The fact that Fred Gaisberg was still using his b and c suffixes and that A, B and C had 

previously been used for 7” recordings seems to have been forgotten at Hanover. Or, maybe, the writer’s 

English was poor and he really meant to refer to aa, ab and ac as the last sentence suggests. The letter 

from Hanover also asks who was using the indicating letters x, y and z. Someone has correctly noted 

“(Clarke)” in manuscript. 

 

 From this it seems to follow that the allocation of matrix indicating series was the 

responsibility of Head Office in London, not the Hanover factory, but it was Hanover which made the 

suggestion of moving from single to double letters which Head Office accepted. 

 

 It is not clear how many Holmes recordings were sent to Hanover with an HO prefix before he 

was allocated the suffix letters ab and ac. As Kelly suggests, his use of HO in 1908 may explain why the 

HO (Head Office) series started at 20 rather than l but, on that basis, Holmes must have stopped at 19 

whereas in the following list Kelly implies that he continued with HO well beyond 20. 

 



 For the details of the end of Holmes’s career as a recording engineer for The Gramophone 

Company I am again indebted to Hugo Strötbaum who has accessed and analysed the relevant 

correspondence at Hayes.  

 

 On 25th February 1910 Holmes completed a set of recordings in Vienna. In a letter dated 24 

February 1910, the London Laboratory informed Hanover that Holmes had been transferred back to 

Berlin once he had finished in Vienna and that he was to be replaced by Franz Hampe on a recording trip 

to Budapest, Servia and Belgrade. Franz Hampe made such a trip in March/April 1910. 

 

 On 16 April 1910 Will Gaisberg wrote to Max Hampe in Berlin stating that he (Will Gaisberg) 

had told Holmes that he was being given a permanent position at Hanover and that “in the future he has 

absolutely nothing to do with the recording”. Max Hampe was told to allow Holmes to collect his 

belongings from the Berlin office but “do not let him go into the Recording Rooms”. Holmes was then 

sent back to Berlin en route for Hanover. To Joseph Berliner in Hanover a letter (presumably from Will 

Gaisberg) saying he has been told by Mr Alfred Clarke that Mr Berliner would find a place for Holmes in 

Hanover but “In the future he is to have absolutely nothing to do with the recording.” 

 

 The Archive’s next entry is a letter (marked W Gaisberg ?) to Mr S Toothill in Moscow dated 

25 May 1910. Unfortunately Toothill’s letter to Gaisberg is not in the bundle but it left Gaisberg “just as 

much in the dark as before”. Will Gaisberg points out that “there must be some record in your office as to 

this recording trip to Kazan”, he comments that London had no record of it and that “Mr Holmes is no 

longer a recording expert”. Will Gaisberg says he had asked Holmes about it “when I had him in London 

a month ago” but that “he was quite unable to give me any further information about this trip stating that 

the matter had been turned over to Moscow.”  

 

 It must be assumed that this all related to his recording trip in June/July 1909 which had 

concluded in Kazan. It is surprising that London knew nothing about that trip – unless Gaisberg thought it 

was a more recent one. 

 

 Joseph Berliner then wrote to Head Office on 27th June 1910 quoting a telegram sent to him 

on 24th June: “Where is Holmes? Please reply. Gaisberg” to which he had replied, “Holmes is on his 

holidays from where he should have returned ten days ago. Have since heard nothing from him.” 

 

 Holmes had been seen by Joseph Berliner in the middle of May and was told to report for duty 

at Hanover as soon as possible. He returned to Berlin to settle his affairs there but didn’t appear in 

Hanover. At the end of May he called Joseph Berliner to take his usual 2 week holiday and was expected 

in Hanover on 14th June but did not appear. 

 

 On 22nd July Gaisberg wrote to George Dillnutt describing Holmes as “incapable” at the time 

he sent him to Berlin to assist Darby. 

 

 The company reckoned that later in 1910 Holmes was working for another recording 

company. It went to the extent of employing a detective to watch him to see what he was up to. The 

detective was unable to unearth any information but London heard that by November 1910 Holmes was 

recording in Warsaw. A reply came dated 1st December 1910 from Max Hampe (by then in Java) stating 

that Holmes had been recording for Beka, that they had wanted him to go to India but that he had refused 

and moved to another company, Minerva or Dacapo. No doubt that explains why the detective watching 

his flat in Berlin saw nothing: he wasn’t there but was working in Warsaw. Later it was established that 

he had worked in Warsaw for the Russian agent of Janus/Minerva. 

 

 The story picks up in 1924 when, on a visit by Alfred Clark to Victor – by which time 

Holmes, who had been working for Columbia, was with Berliner in Montreal, Clark found out that 

Holmes had been dismissed by The Gramophone Company because his accounts had been irregular and 

he was in debt to the company to the extent of about £130.0.0. It was also recorded (and confirmed by 

Fred Gaisberg) that Holmes “would make additional records by Artistes and retain for himself the amount 

paid for such additional records while obtaining a receipt for the full amount from the Artistes.” That, it 

was noted, was why he was stopped from recording and arrangements made for him to transfer to the 

matrix department at Hanover. When he failed to attend he was given 6 months’ notice which he refused 

to accept and treated himself as having been dismissed.  



 The final irony in the Holmes saga is that, because he had spent so long in the employment of 

companies which were or which became part of EMI, it was determined in 1938 that he was entitled to a 

silver salver on completion of 25 years’ service. Perhaps that was some recompense for having been 

interned in Budapest, where he had been working for Columbia, as an enemy alien between 1914 and 

1918. What remains unclear is whether or not he ever repaid the £130. 

 

 

 

(2)  WILLIAM CHARLES HANCOX 

 

 Hancox was born in 1876 in London. He took over the ab/ac series previously used by Holmes 

when he started to work as a recording engineer without supervision in August 1910 and continued to use 

it on foreign trips until 2nd August 1914, After that he spent his time working at Hayes until August 1923. 

 

 The series concluded in a 2-day stay in Copenhagen on 1st/2nd August 1914. I think it can 

safely be assumed that, either of his own volition or on instructions from Hayes, he returned to England 

in view of the risks of travel either by land (involving a journey through Germany) or by sea (with the 

possibility of naval attack). What is clear is that the ab/ac series was not allocated to anyone else and that 

Hancox, on his return to London, continued to record at Hayes. For the sake of completeness (although it 

has little if anything to do with the ab/ac series itself) I have identified a number of periods during which 

he either recorded himself or supervised others’ sessions at Hayes. The ab/ac identification continued to 

make an appearance on those recordings as either prefix or suffix to Head Office matrix numbers. 

 

 In connection with the Head Office series (for fuller details see the relevant lists) it should be 

noted that the original form (actually first used by Hancox starting on 9th May 1912) was ab20ho but that 

this was amended to reversing prefix and suffix and then to printing “ho” as “HO”. 

 

 Alan Kelly has pointed out that the actual application of prefix letters in this series to indicate 

who had recorded a particular record is, by May 1916, unreliable in that the letter may simply indicate 

who was in charge of the studio on a particular day with actual recordings being undertaken by other 

experts. Nevertheless references to ab or ac do seem to put Hancox at Hayes during the following overall 

periods:  

 

09.05.12   to 10.05.12 ab20ho  to ab30ho  

08.05.12  to .12 ab34ho to ab56ho  

  to .12 ab63ho to ab72ho and  aj135ho to aj136ho 

09.07.12  to 10.07.12      HO187ac to HO198ac 

08.10.12    ab179ho to ab182ho and   

   .10.12      HO273ac to HO282ac 

12.04.13  to 07.05.13 ho285ab to ho476ab and  HO471ac to HO486ac 

18.06.13  to 03.07.13 ho576ab to ho729ab and  HO502ac to HO509ac 

13.11.12    ho776ab to ho784ab 

10.03.15  to 17.06.15 HO1263ab to HO1550ab and  HO684ac to HO898ac 

22.06.15  to 21.06.16 HO1557ab to HO2880ab and  HO900ac to HO1938ac 

24.11.18  to 10.01.19      HO3525af to HO3545af 

 

 Why, it may be asked, did Hancox stop recording outside the United Kingdom? It has to be 

remembered that, of the senior recording experts employed by the Gramophone Company in 1914, the 

Gaisberg brothers, Sinkler Darby, Scheuplein and Walcutt were United States citizens and, until the 

U.S.A. entered the war, they were free to travel in and through Europe to locations such as Russia. The 

Hampe brothers were German and continued to be able to work in Germany and elsewhere in Europe. 

Arthur Clarke and Hancox, on the other hand, were both British. By 1914 Clarke, was working in India 

and continued to do so until 1916 so it was only Hancox who had European travel problems. That 

probably explains why he stayed in London during the war. In 1914 he would have been aged 38 but, 

from the evidence of his work at Hayes it appears that he was not called up for military service. 

 

 As noted above, he continued to work for the Gramophone Company until August 1923 when 

he went to the U.S.A. By April 1924 he is described as a recording engineer for Brunswick to which W 

Sinkler Darby had also moved. He died in October 1943 in New York.  

 


